
Dibella reforests in India 

Aalten, February 2019: With the Dibella reforestation project in India, the 
company is realizing its declared climate goals and enabling third parties 
to take advantage of carbon dioxide (CO2) compensation. At the same 
time, the steadily growing forest is to actively contribute to climate and 
environmental protection in the state of Tamil Nadu. 

As part of its sustainability philosophy, Dibella has committed itself to 
offsetting the CO2 emissions caused by its business trips. To this end, the 
company has initiated a reforestation project in Nachikuppam in the 
Indian state of Tamil Nadu. A species-rich forest with up to 10,000 trees is 
being created on a fallow area of around 8.5 hectares. After just five years 
they will be able to reduce up to 80 tonnes of CO2 and after ten years up 
to 310 tonnes of the harmful greenhouse gas. 

Active contribution to climate protection 

The location for the reforestation project is directly linked to the sustainable 
"Dibella+" product line, which is made from Indian organic cotton. "In our 
audits, the organic farmers tell us about rainfall of unknown proportions, 
which has increased in recent years," says Ralf Hellmann, CEO of Dibella 
group. Rivers overflow their banks at unimaginable speed and flood the 
surrounding fields. "Climate change has arrived in India. With our forest 
project, we want to make an active contribution to climate and 
environmental protection.”   

A forest for Participants 

After completion of the preparatory work at the beginning of 2018, 4,000 
tree seedlings have already been planted. Within the planned duration of 
the project, an additional one thousand young trees are to be planted 
each year. Their planting as well as the care of the forest is in the hands of 
the farmer family Baireshan, who come from the region and generate an 
additional income. 

The Dibella reforestation programme is open to the participation of third 
parties: customers, partners and suppliers can offset their CO2 footprint 



with their own piece of forest. The project has already set a precedent. 
Dibella has taken precautions to ensure that it can continue to grow: the 
forest area is expandable. 
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The Dibella Forest is registered in Google Maps under 
https://www.google.co.in/maps/place/Dibella+Grove/@12.7172451,78.1 
638437,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x3badcf93679fc05d:0xf67581ea1 
ce3c17f!8m2!3d12.7172399!4d78.1660324 

Captation 

Image: Dibella reforest project 

Captation: On this area Dibella realizes the reforestation project 
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Kontakt 

For more information, please contact: 

Dibella b.v. 

Michaela Gnass 

Hamelandroute 90 

NL-7121 JC Aalten 

Fone  +31 (0) 543 490015  

Mail: Gnass@dibella.de 
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About Dibella 

Dibella is a competent partner for the textiles rental service for long-lasting 
textiles used in the hotel industry, catering trade and in the healthcare. The 
service-oriented company has been supplying the branch since 1986 with 
exclusive, appropriate goods. Thanks to solid growth, Dibella today is 
represented in the most important markets in Europe over international 
offices. 

Dibella has been engaged for years now in sustainably production to 
protect people and the environment. Membership of numerous 
organisations is an expression of this engagement. 




